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Why do we need this?
Strategy
- What is guiding/framing our process?
- Scaling for team size, growth, and trust

Tactics
- Engagement
- Communication and collaboration
- Artifacts and deliverables

Success
- What does success look like for us? 
- Outcomes and key indicators



Demographics



Aging Workers
By 2022:

16-to-24 labor force (11.3%)

25-to-54 labor force (63.1%)

55-to 64 labor force (25.6%)

Record growth on older labor force groups as younger groups stay longer in 
school.



Considerations of this demographic
(45-55+ years)

Strength and movement decreases:  
This increases the time a user might spend navigating a page.

Vision deteriorates:
User has less tolerance to weak contrast and small text

Cognitive Functions:
Task that require short term memory take longer. Less focus with 
prioritization in “new” situations.



Now What? 



Inclusive Design
Is the design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the 
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized 
design.

● Sidewalks with curb cuts

● Doors that automatically open



Inclusive Product Goals
● Enhance readability with good color contrast (compliant)

● Spacing consideration to ease with UI interaction (responsive)

● Simple and intuitive workflows for user task

● Use of animations to strengthen feedback and usability



Product Design 
Framework



Framework
User Centric

Task Centric

Pleasurable (Surprise & Delight)
The user is engaged with the product on an 
emotional level

Usable
Fairly good and consistent user experience

Reliable
Up and running when the user needs it

Functional
Works to solve a problem



Where we are
User Centric

Task Centric

Pleasurable (Surprise & Delight)
The user is engaged with the product on an 
emotional level

Usable
Fairly good and consistent user experience

Reliable
Up and running when the user needs it

Functional
Works to solve a problem



Where we are focusing
User Centric

Task Centric

Pleasurable (Surprise & Delight)
The user is engaged with the product on an 
emotional level

Usable
Fairly good and consistent user experience

Reliable
Up and running when the user needs it

Functional
Works to solve a problem



Where we want to be
User Centric

Task Centric

Pleasurable (Surprise & Delight)
The user is engaged with the product on an 
emotional level

Usable
Fairly good and consistent user experience

Reliable
Up and running when the user needs it

Functional
Works to solve a problem



Why does it matter?
● Users are more educated and sophisticated with software

● It is not enough to be functional and reliable.

● Users are demanding intuitive and easy to use interfaces.

● More people are familiar with the concept of good design



Working Towards Usability
● Consistent UI elements

● Consistent UX patterns

● Library of elements and patterns



Working Towards Delight
Visual

● Visceral — first feeling about a product (or initial impact).

User Flow

● Behavioral — the total experience of using a product (how it performs).

Visual and User Flow

● Reflective — how the product makes you feel (what the product evokes in 
the user).



Visceral Elements
● User Interface

● Microcopy

● Animations

● Sounds

● Typography



User Flow 
Keeping users in flow is about minimizing pain points and frustration that 
users may experience throughout their journey. You can focus on these pain 
points by identifying moments of anxiety and using them as an opportunity to 
delight user.



UI/UX Design Review
1. Initial business case is presented

2. Wireframes are generated

3. Wireframes get turned into high fidelity mockups 

4. Mockups are made available via Zeplin

5. Design is implemented by dev

6. Implementation has a final review



Final Review
1. Be aware of the differences between mockup and final implementation

2. Identify pain points in the UX

3. Record problematic areas for awareness and future improvements



“People don’t buy 
products, they buy better 
versions of themselves.” 
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